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SHOCHU/WHISKEYS
Shochu

A local address: CO‐HO IMPORTS WASHINGTON
12414 HWY 99 STE 17 EVERETT, WA 98204

PHONE: 425.353.4100 FAX: 425.353.4139

CO - HO IMPORTS IDAHO
750 W Appleway Ave #3188 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

PHONE: 208.971.8887

CO - HO OREGON
7758 SW NIMBUS AVE #10/J BEAVERTON, OR 97008

PHONE: 503.980.8949

KAKUSHIGURA BARLEY / AGED
Item# LS4024, 12/750ML

JAKUUNBAKU BARLEY
Item# LS4007, 12/750 ML

HITOTSUBU NO MUGI BARLEY
Item# LS4016, 12/750ML

KINTARO BARLEY
Item# LS4006, 12/750ML

SHIRO TSUKUSHI BARLEY
Item# LS4004, 12/750ML

KURO TSUKUSHI BARLEY
Item# LS4005, 12/750ML

HAKUTAKE SHIRO RICE 25%
Item# LS4022, 12/750ML

24-DO GINREI SHIRO RICE
Item# LS4017, 6/750ML
Item# LS4018, 24/200ML

24-DO KAWABE RICE
Item# LS4019, 6/720ML

SATSUMA HOZAN SWEET POTATO 24%

SATSUMA HOZAN SWEET POTATO 25%

Item# LS4020, 12/750ML

Item# LS4020, 12/750ML

SATSUMA SHIRANAMI SWEET POTATO 24%

SATSUMA SHIRANAMI SWEET POTATO 25%

Item# LS4021, 12/750ML

Item# LS4021, 12/750ML

, $19.57 / $18.99

SATSUMA KURO SHIRANAMI SWEET POTATO
Item# LS4034, 12/750ML
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KAIDO SWEET POTATO
Item# LS4023, 12/750ML

SATSUMA OTOME SWEET POTATO
Item# LS4015, 12/750ML

TSUWABUKI MONJIRO SWEET POTATO
Item# LS4008, 12/750ML
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SHIRANAMI KURADASHI GENSHU SWEET POTATO
Item# LS4010, 6/750ML

JOUGO SUGAR CANE
Item# LS4025, 12/750ML

MIZUHO AWAMORI RICE
Item# LS4001, 12/750ML

SHIMAUTA AWAMORI RICE
Item# LS4002, 12/750ML

HANA SHIMAUTA AWAMORI RICE
Item# LS4009, 12/750ML

SUDACHI
Item# LS4026, 12/750ML
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This shochu based plum liquor is made by highly skilled master
brewer and select natural ingredients. It is refreshing plum flavor and
aroma without the cloying sweetness of typical umeshu.
Brewery: Eiko Sake Brewery Co.
Classification: Shochu
Ingredients: Kome Shochu, Ume, Sugar
Alcohol: 14%
KURAMOTO NO UMESHU (PLUM)
Item# LS4003, 12/750ML

Passion Series # One

AYAMURASAKI HOZAN SWEET POTATO
Item# LS4012, 12/750ML

Passion Series # Two

SHIROYUTAKE HOZAN SWEET POTATO
Item# LS4013, 12/750ML

Passion Series # Three

BENIAZUMA HOZAN SWEET POTATO
Item# LS4014, 12/750ML

TENSHI NO YUWAKU SWEET POTATO
Item# LS4011, 12/750ML

This premium Shochu is made from 100% select barley. Kannoko,
which means 'river protected by the gods' in Kagoshima dialect,
is the named after a stream in South Kagoshima. Kannoko has rich
and mellow flavor with fragrant aroma. Kannoko's amber color comes
naturally from the oak barrel aging process for 3 years.
Distillery: Satsuma Shuzo Co, Ltd.
Koji: white (shiro)
Alcohol: 24%
KANNOKO 24% BARLEY
Item# LS3005, 6/750ML

The most popular shochu in Japan made by sweet potato. The finest
black rice malt constructs the distinguished sweet taste and fresh
remaining taste. It has aftertaste of both sweetness and bitterness in it.
Brewery: Kirishima Shuzo
Prefecture: Miyazaki
Classification: Shochu
Alcohol: 24%
KURO KIRISHIMA 24% SWEET POTATO
Item# LS3001, 6/750ML

Made entirely from Thai rice, it is earthy on the palate with
aromas of wheat, banana and licorice. The quintessential
taste of traditional awamori and the essence of Okinawa are
hidden in this bottle.
Distillery: Kumejima’s Kumesen Co., LTD.
Koji: Long grain indica rice
Alcohol: 24%
AWAMORI KUMESEN
Item# LS3002, 6/750ML

Unmistakable earthy nose of an imo shochu. This yields to a
buttery soft mouthfeel. Surprisingly supple given what’s in store
otherwise. An extremely light sweetness yields to a very dry, tight
finish. The dryness would overwhelm except the soft mouth
provides enough mellowness to create an interesting contrast.

KURO ISANISHIKI 24% SWEET POTATO
Item# LS3003, 12/750ML

Distillery: Okuchi Shuzo Co
Location: Isa, Kagoshima, Kyushu Island, Japan
Grain: 83% sweet potato (imo) & 17% rice(kome)
Koji: black (kuro)

The name Kohaku no Yume means 'amber dream' in Japanese.
This Shochu is made from 100% select barley, then aged in oak
barrels, giving it a mature mild taste with a fruity aroma. Kohaku
No Yume's amber color comes naturally from the oak barrel
aging process. All natural ingredients.
Distillery: Satsuma Shuzo Co, Ltd.
Koji: white (shiro)
Alcohol: 25%

KOHAKU NO YUME 24% BARLEY
Item# LS3007, 12/750ML

Satsuma Godai is a straightforward sweet potato shochu with a
sweetly earthy nose. The white koji and atmospheric distillation
give it a round, rich, sweet flavor. Molasses notes dominate the
palate. This strongly sweet flavor settles into a cinnamon finish.
Distillery: Yamamoto Shuzo Co, Ltd.
Location: Satsuma Sendai City, Kagoshima, Kyushu Island,
Japan
Grain: 83% sweet potato (imo) & 17% rice (kome)
Koji: white (shiro)
SATSUMA GODAI SWEET POTATO
Item# LS3016, 6/750ML

Good blend of distillation under diminished pressure and
atmospheric distillation Very aromatic and pleasant.
Distillery: Kagurashuzo Co, Ltd.
Alcohol: 25%

KUROUMA SILVER BARLEY (MUGI)
Item# LS2001, 12/750ML

Japan- A Japanese Distilled Spirit Similar to Vodka. Extra
Special Aged Soju from Miyazaki Prefecture, delicately aged
for three years in French oak barrels to give extra smooth and
rich clean finish.
Distillery: Kagura Shuzo, Co, LTD.
Alcohol: 25%

KUROUMA GOLD JUKUSEI
Item# LS2002, 12/750ML

Tenson Kourin is one of the more affordable sweet potato shochus
available in the U.S. The complexity begins with the nose – earth
and clay mingle together to promise a robust flavor. It delivers
across the board. A sweet start quickly transitions into an herbal
middle with a buttery mouthfeel. This lingers into a peppery finish.
Distillery: Kagura Shuzo, Co, LTD.
Koji: black (kuro)
Alcohol: 24%
TENSION KOURIN IMO
Item# LS2003,12/750ML

Fuji is the best Barley Chochu made with Natural Spring
water and has a very mild taste.
Distillery: Konishi Shuzo (Hyogo)
Alcohol: 25%

SHIRAYUKI FUJI BARLEY (MUGI)
Item# LS2006, 6/750ML

Kura is a popular Awamori brand that is distilled in
Okinawa. It is made of fermented rice and aged for 3 years
in American oak barrels. The expression is well- rounded,
mellow, and pleasantly light & fruity.
Distillery: Helios Distillery, Co, LTD.
Alcohol: 25%
AWAMORI KOSYU KURA
Items# LS2008, 6/750ML

The aroma immediately sets this shochu apart from
others in the class as it smells faintly of red wine.
This tannic nose follows with a similar acidity on the
palate. It remains vaguely reminiscent of red wine,
but only if you don’t think of it that way. The flavor
mellows throughout the sip and finishes with a sweet
finish, which is unexpected after the sharp start.

AKA KIRISHIMA 24%
Items# LS3018, 6/750ML

Distillery: Kirishima Shuzo, Co, LTD.
Alcohol: 24%
Ingredients: Murasaki Masari sweet potatoes.
Koji: black (kuro)

Tan Taka Tan is finest Japanese spirits (Shochu)
made from carefully selected red shiso and pristine
water from Shiranuka town in Hokkaido which was
born in 1992 and has smooth and refreshing aroma
and taste. This is blended shochu of cane neutral
spirits and date spirits with natural perilla flavor.

PERILLA TANTAKATAN
Items# LS3020, 6/750ML

Distillery: Godo Shusei, Co, LTD.
Alcohol: 20%
Ingredients: Red Perilla.

This shochu has been prepared in inherited
traditional, hand-made clay pots using the most
purest ingredients grown in the beautiful nature –
locally harvested Koganesengan sweet potatoes,
rice and spring water from Mount Kirishima. Enjoy
the well-rounded, plump aroma and flavor of sweet
potatoes.

AKARUI NOUSON IMO 24%
Items# LS4039, 6/1.75L

Distillery: Kirishimacho Jyoryusho, Co, LTD.
Alcohol: 24%
Ingredients: Sweet Potato (IMO).

A grain whisky with different features (an unblended
whisky with a soft sweetness and an unblended
whisky with rich minerals and grains) blends a well
balanced peat aroma and a malt whisky that has a
soft sweetness like vanilla and chocolate. Utilize the
youthfulness, the whisky has been finished with a
light flavour but comes with a kick.

TOGOUCHI WHISKY
Items# LS3017, 6/750ML

Distillery: Chugoku Jozo, Co, LTD.
Alcohol: 40%
Ingredients: Malt - Grain

With 20 years maturing in bourbon casks, Kujira as a
single grain whisky made entirely of rice provides a
wonderful taste profile that has distinguished itself
from its malt counterparts and creates a refreshing
choice for adventurous spirits lover.

KUJIRA RYUKYU WHISKEY 20 YEARS
Items# LS7127, 6/750ML

Distillery: Kumesen Syuzo
Origin: Okinawa, Ryukyu Prefecture, Japan
Alcohol: 43%
Mash: 100% Japanese Indica Rice

Oro de Oaxaca Mezcal is one of the best known brands
of Mezcal in the state of Oaxaca Mexico. It is a certified
100% agave Mezcal Joven with natural caramel
coloring, bottled with an agave worm in the bottle and a
bag of agave worm salt attached to the bottle. The
agave worm adds flavoring to the beverage and is
considered a delicacy in Oaxaca.
The worm salt is a mixture of roasted ground agave
worms mixed with chili and salt and is used as a
ORO DE OAXACA MEZCAL WORM rimming salt or Mezcal salt with lime.
Items# LS7125, 12/750ML
Distillery: Licorera Oaxaquena, S.A. de C.V.
Location: Oaxaca, Mexico.
ABV: 40.0%

ORO DE OAXACA MEZCAL W/O WORM
Items# LS7126, 12/750

VINN WHISKEY
Item# LS7075, 12/375ML

For generations, the production of the best Mezcal has
been a passion of the Lopez Mateo family, which has
devoted its efforts to achieve a product that exhibits in its
preparation and taste, the tradition and wisdom of
centuries of good Mezcal, while captivating the most
demanding palates.
Mezcal Oro de Oaxaca, 100% Agave Espadin is
emblematic of an old family tradition of quality and passion
for the taste. Born in Matatlán, Oaxaca like their creators,
in central valleys of Oaxaca, this young mezcal exhibits
intense flavor.
Distillery: Licorera Oaxaquena, S.A. de C.V.
Location: Oaxaca, Mexico.
ABV: 40.0%

Vinn Whiskey is the first rice whiskey produced and
bottled in the USA. Aged in American oak barrels, our
whiskey is well-balanced, with malty and creamy notes
that lightly tickle the top of the palate. Mouth-coating and
slightly oily, with the flavor balance leaning more towards
grain. It’s almost floral on the back of the palate. Some
bitterness on the finish fades to rice pudding and
confectioner’s sugar.
Distillery: Vinn Distillery
Location: Wilsonville, Oregon, US
ABV%: 43

Vinn Vodka is the first rice vodka produced and
bottled in the USA. Using our seventh-generation
family recipe, and coupled with modern technology,
we produce a smooth, creamy, and clean vodka
with a light sweet finish that is truly unique. Keeping
with our tradition, we make every small batch from
scratch, always with the goal of producing the highest
quality product.
VINN VODKA
Items# LS7074,
12/750ML

Distillery: Vinn Distillery
Location: Wilsonville, Oregon, US
ABV%: 40

“Beautiful deep golden colour with shades of
Mahogany. Sweet, perfumed and well matured.
Rich bodied and extra smooth, with old oak flavour.”
-producer
Region: France
Type: Brandy
ABV%: 40.0
ASCOTT X.O. 40%
Items# LS7006,
12/750ML

Ascott Napoleon V.S.O.P. has a smooth, round and
well balanced structure. It is amber colored, with a
finely structured aroma and fruit (apricot, peach);
round and full-bodied on the palate.
Region: France
Type: Brandy
ABV%: 40.0
ASCOTT NAPOLEON VSOP
Items# LS7007, 12/750ML

Smooth taste shochu made by high quality barley
and water with bit of fragrance to it.
Distillery: Unkaishuzo (Miyazaki)
Koji: white (shiro)
ABV%: 25%
IITOMO BARLEY
Items# LS3014,
12/750ML

A puckering, refreshing and easy sweetness that
could only come from a mixture of Japanese
Ume (plum) and juice of the Dekopon fruit, which
is a sweet variety of the mandarin orange.
Hakutake Shuzo invites you to enjoy this novel
and masterful Umeshu.
Region: France
HAKUTAKE UMEPON 10%
Items# LS4035, 6/750ML

Type: Brandy
Koji: Shiro Koji
ABV%: 10%

Made in Niigata, SHINOBU (meaning “Forbearance” in
Japanese) Whisky is hand crafted by the creative master
blender, Mr. Usami, by carefully selecting whisky from
different distilleries which are first reserved in ex-sherry and
ex-bourbon casks and then finishing them with precious
Japanese Mizunara oak. The blended expression contains
50% malt and 50% grain. The result is a unique fusion of
flavors and dynamic explosion in palate yet so smooth and
easy to drink. All natural with no coloring.
SHINOBU BLENDED MALT
WHISKEY 43%
Items# LS7088, 12/750ML

Nose: Butter, Coconuts candy, mint, grass, wood.
Palate: Smooth, a bit oily, Chinese incense, butter, vanilla.
Finish: Sandalwood, vanilla.

SHINOBU means “Forbearance” in Japanses as it is how

the distiller’s spirits should be when making quality
whiskey. Shinobu Whiskey had crafted by the creative
distiller, Mr. Usami, by carefully selecting whiskey from
around the world which are first reserved in ex-sherry
and ex-bourbon casks and then finishing them with
precious Japanese Mizunara oak in Japan. The result is
a unique fusion of flavors and dynamic explosion in
palate yet so smooth and easy to drink. All natural with
no coloring.
SHINOBU PURE MALT
WHISKEY 43%
Items# LS7089, 12/750ML

Nose: Vanilla, plums, minty
Palate: Slightly sweet, spices, vanilla, citrus, smoky oak
Finish: Medium, sweet, woody, minty, slight bitterness

Koishiso has been made by rice& the premium Japanese
herb (Shiso) which is approved by JAS. Shiso contains
not only vitamins & minerals a lot but also good health
benefits for allergy symptoms. The red color is natural
and no preservation added.
ABV%: 7%
KOISHINO SHISO
(PERILLA HERB LEAF)
Items# LS4027, 6/750ML

TAKARA SHOCHU JUN is made from a carefully selected combination of grains including
corn, barley, and molasses. Multiple distillation make the base clean and pure. The final
shochu is a blend of spirits. Serving TAKARA SHOCHU JUN chilled showcases its briny,
green olive minerality. As the spirit warms, gentle notes from the barrel and mash reveal
themselves: warm sugar cane, sweet corn, cinnamon, vanilla, and wood. In the 1970s,
vodka became the preferred white liquor in the United States over bourbon whisky. Japan
discovered its own niche market for shochu, and in 1977.
TAKARA SHOCHU JUN was introduced as a part of the white liquor revolution. JUN,
which means "pure" in Japanese, conveys its subtle natural flavors and purity in
quality. The product was an immediate success, selling over a million cases by 1982, and
close to 7 million cases by 1985.
Region: Chiba Japan
Type: Grain
TAKARA SHOCHU JUN 35%
(Sulfite Free)
Item#LS9100, 12/750ML

YOKAICHI KOME is a rice-based, single-distillation shochu. This process
allows for greater complexity and more influences from the source
material. Look for aromas of pear, jasmine rice, delicate white flowers,
and rainwater. The palate is savorer with flavors of salted pear, mineral,
green olive, and lemon pith.
Region: Miyazaki Japan
Type: Rice
YOKAICHI KOME SHOCHU 25%
(Sulfite Free, Gluten Free)
Item#LS9101, 6/750ML

YOKAICHI MUGI is a barley-based, single-distillation shochu. This
process retains great complexity and more influences from the source
material. Savory notes of salty, grilled bread or raw buckwheat with
brown banana and hints of raspberry and strawberry.
Region: Miyazaki Japan
Type: Barley

YOKAICHI MUGI SHOCHU 25%
(Sulfite Free)
Item#LS9102, 6/750ML

KURO YOKAICHI is a sweet potato-based, single-distillation shochu.
This process allows for great complexity and more influences from the
source material. This is an engaging shochu with many nuances of
aroma and flavor which conjure up memories and blends of flavors
with the newspaper and a warm plate of English bacon and home fries
with creme fraiche and chives.
Region: Miyazaki Japan
Type: Sweet Potato
KURO YOKAICHI SHOCHU 24%
(Sulfite Free, Gluten Free)
Item#LS9103, 6/750ML

GANKUTSUOH is a delicate and fruity honkaku shochu made from 100%
rice. The rice is polished down to 55% before fermentation begins, and
the main mash is fermented at a low temperature, similar to the process
used for ginjo sake, It uses the sandanjikomi method. After distillation,
the shochu is transferred to large ceramic pots and aged in a natural cave.
This intricate process ensures the exceptionally smooth taste and a
delicate ginjo bouquet.
It offers pretty aromas of melon, apple blossom, vanilla and banana.
There is also salty minerality. The palate is smooth and lightly creamy
with a clean, mineral-centric finish. When warm, the banana and
minerality are emphasized.
GANKUTSUOH SHOCHU 25%
(Sulfite Free, Gluten Free)
Item#LS9104, 6/750ML

Region: Miyazaki Japan
Type: Rice

TOWARI is a rare, 100% soba shochu made with soba koji rather than
the commonly used rice or barley koji. As a result, it emanates the bounty
of the soba. Creating soba koji is notoriously difficult due to the very hard
surface of the buckwheat kernel. Thus, most shochu breweries use rice or
barley for the koji and primary fermentation mash. Breaking from the
norm, TAKARA uses its proprietary technology to create superior quality
soba koji, resulting in a 100% soba shochu. It also blends two methods of
distillation - pot distillation and vacuum distillation - resulting in an
authentic shochu with nutty flavors of roasted soba and a buttery smooth
palate.
TOWARI SHOCHU 25%
(Sulfite Free)
Item#LS9105, 6/750ML

Region: Miyazaki Japan
Type: Buckwheat
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shochu is an authentic honkaku shochu made from
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in Kagoshima prefecture. The primary mash is created with kuro
koji (black
koji) and is brewed inside ceramic pots called "kame."
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TAKARA SHOCHU is clean and sophisticated, its gentle minerality
accented by lemon and lime pith. The palate is dry and very smooth with
a refreshing finish. It is reminiscent of high-quality vodka, but easier to
drink and lower in calories because the alcohol is lower.
TAKARA SHOCHU, first created around 1925, was a vanguard of ko-rui
shochu, characterized by its smooth quality and well-suited to large-scale
production capacity. Since then, it has been a leading shochu brand in
Japan. It is best known today for its clean and refined quality, making it a
perfect and delicious base for Chu-hi (shochu highball) and cocktails.

Region: Chiba Japan
Type: Molasses

KISSUI is made from the finest rice and the purist spring water
in Japan. An exceptional distilling process, called “SuperAllospas,” distinguishes the pristine spirit from any other.
Smooth and elegant, this well-polished vodka pleases the palate
from the first sip to the silky finish. KISSUI enchants, whether on
the rocks or paired with your favorite mix.
Region: Japan
Type: Rice
KISSUI VODKA 40%
(Sulfite Free)
Item# LS9110, 12/750ML

